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Summary
Shear spinning of Haynes 282, Alloy 718, Alloy 600 and AISI 316L was done using several tool feeds
and mandrel clearances. Multi passing of the materials was limited due to strain hardening and
circumferential cracking except for AISI 316L. The effect of the tool feed and the mandrel clearance
on the successful forming of the materials was established. The successfully spun samples were
solution heat treated at varying temperatures and holding times to establish a range of grain sizes and
hardness levels. An aging heat treatment process was performed for Haynes 282 and Alloy 718 to
achieve precipitation strengthening. The micro hardness measurements were conducted for the
materials prior to spinning and after spinning. The same was also done after the various heat treatment
processes. Grain size mapping was conducted by the use of lineal intercept methods. Comparison of
the results in terms of grain sizes and hardness values was done. The temperature ranges suitable for
full recrystallization of the materials after the shear spinning were identified and the effect of the
holding times on the grain growth established. Comparison with unspun samples showed that the heat
treatment times required to achieve comparative hardness and grain sizes were distinctively different.
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1

Introduction

Fabrication of load carrying engine parts offer great possibility of reducing fuel consumption,
production costs and better product refining compared to casting. In this regard, shear spinning as a
process that offers the possibility of achieving this goal as an alternative manufacturing process.
Axis-symmetric cones parts have been manufactured by spinning process for a long time. The main
reason for using spinning method is the possibility to achieve near net shapes using cheaper tooling
compared to processes such as deep drawing. Additionally, for small orders, the changeover times are
low and forming forces are lower compared to other sheet metal forming processes such as stamping.
Forming and fabrication of parts from super alloys and stainless steels for aerospace applications that
require high strength and oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures has been done but the adoption
of sheet metal spinning is still limited in this field. There is little information on spinning of super
alloys and stainless steels in existing literature. This study reviews the literature on spinning process
and several materials. An experimental study to investigate the shear spinning process of cones using
blanks made from Haynes 282, Alloy718, Alloy600 and AISI 316L to assess their formability using
the spinning process was done. The spinning process parameters and the resultant material properties
such as hardness, roughness and microstructure size were investigated and reported. Since sheet metal
forming results into grain structure change and hardness rising, the study followed up on the
successfully spun cones with heat treatment processes. The heat treatment process was done to
achieve recovery and recrystallization. The aim was to ascertain the temperatures necessary to
establish a range of grain size and hardness trend of the materials after the heat treatment of the spun
materials. Moreover, the study compared selected materials which were unspun and subjected them to
similar heat treatment processes to establish the disparity on microstructure and hardness levels. The
intention was to interrogate whether the heat treatment process resulted into different material
properties for unspun materials and spun materials. Additionally, two materials were selected that
were formed at different speeds and comparisons done on the grain structures and hardness, prior and
after heat treatment processes. The ability to multipass and single pass during spinning on all four
materials was also investigated and reported. The Ra values for the successfully spun cones were
measured on the inside and outside of the cones and the results compared with unspun material value.
1.1

Aim

Reviewing existing literature on spinning and materials Haynes 282, Alloy 600, Alloy 718 and
AISI 316L.
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•

To evaluate hardness of spun materials before and after heat treatment.

•

To evaluate materials’ microstructure after spinning and after heat treatment.

•

Establishing the effect of heat treatment influence on hardness and recrystallization.
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Theoretical Background
2.1

Introduc\tion to spinning.

Spinning is used widely to produce parts of rotational symmetry. A template tool having the final
shape is mounted on a mandrel and a metal blank is then clamped onto the template as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Spinning schematic diagram
As the template and blank revolve, the blank is forced back towards the template with a type of
spinning tool and a part is produced that takes the shape of the template, [1].Various studies have
referred to ‘spinning’ in the generic sense which may easily bring confusion in the process
nomenclature. For instance studies done by [1], does not distinguish the difference where the blank
thickness is changed or remains constant, possibly due to the infancy stage of the process at the time
of study. Elsewhere, [2] referred to conventional spinning as having reduction of diameter but without
change of the original thickness. Spinning is defined as a forming process for manufacturing metallic
hollow components from a circular blank with an axis of symmetry in which the blank thickness
remains unchanged, [3]. Both conventional spinning and shear forming (shear spinning) are types of
sheet metal spinning and the difference is that the former diameter is changed but thickness is
constant while the latter has a constant diameter but the thickness is changed after forming, as
illustrated in Figure 2, [4] , which is also in agreement with explanation given by [5] that both
conventional spinning and shear spinning are derivatives of the greater spinning process.
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Figure 2: Shear spinning and conventional spinning illustration

However, the only standard body known to this author that clearly defines these processes which are
almost similar, is the German institute for standardisation DIN 8582 which categorizes forming
methods depending on the main direction of applied stress generically but DIN 8584 clearly specifies
spinning process.
2.2

Development of spinning process

The origin of spinning has been attributed it in its crude form to ancient Egypt and a more advanced
version to China, the technology was then transferred from Europe to America in the beginning of the
19th century, [6]. Spinning equipment’s automation has made the process to rely less on the operator
skills due to programmable tool path and the development of CNC equipment. In this regard, even the
high tech industries that require high quality products and process repeatability have adopted spinning
process. Spinning can either be single pass or multi pass. Using multiple passes has been shown to
have certain advantages in the final product. However, the first pass has been demonstrated to have
the greatest effect on the final thickness.
2.3

Comparative study between spinning and deep drawing

Both of these processes can produce hollow parts but spinning can produce cones more easily for
higher angle parts without the need for multiple forming unlike deep drawing. Moreover, the tooling
for spinning is normally cheaper especially for larger parts.
The forming forces for the spinning process usually act on the axial, tangential and radial directions
while for deep drawing the direction is only downwards. Moreover, the instantaneous force for deep
drawing is higher since the contact surface is much higher. The thickness of the final product for deep
drawing is usually higher than that of spinning which can produce near net shapes while the
dimensional accuracy for spinning is higher, [7] and [8].
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2.4

Advantages and drawbacks associated with Spinning

Inherent process benefits include simple tooling, low tool costs due to low mandrel wear rate, good
external and internal surface quality, close dimensional accuracy, and good mechanical properties of
the components [9]. Spinning also has the possibility of producing parts that cannot be produced with
other processes like deep drawing, [10] . Very large thickness reductions of up to 75% in a single pass
can be achieved. Hot spinning is also possible with the right equipment and low set-up time make it
more economical. The ranges of materials which have been spun include i.e. aluminum, brass,
stainless steel, titanium and super alloys, [1]. Different sizes of materials can be processed and
diameter range of blanks is between 3mm to 10m while the thickness range is between 0.4mm to
25mm, [6] .The process however has noted draw backs. For instance, trial and error method is still the
common approach in developing new spun parts and there is little information on formability of
materials in spinning, [11]. Material failures in form of wrinkles and cracks due to the difficult
process design affect production efficiency and quality, [4]. Moreover, despite the development of
CNC spinning equipment, skilled persons are still required to perform the task of spinning, [6]
2.5

Process parameters critical for spinning process.

Different parameters have been shown to have an effect on the spinning process and the spun parts.
Some parameters impact on the various forces and power consumed while others have a direct impact
on the qualitative aspects of the final parts. Surface roughness, severe thinning, springback values and
wrinkling are some of the qualitative aspects optimized in experimental and modeling studies, [9] and
[12], [13].
2.5.1

Roller (round off radius)

Study has shown that a large round off radius gives a better surface finish when the round off radius
was varied in two levels in parameters optimization, using 10mm and 20mm, [9] . In a different study,
the roller radius was varied in 5 levels and related it to surface roughness in shear spinning, [10]. The
study concluded that a higher round off radius was preferable in getting a better surface finish. While
studying process parameters and their effect on the spinning process, [11]affirms that higher nose
radius values offers greater forming stability due to the greater contact area which would support the
theory of , [9] and [12]. However, in conventional metal spinning which has no intended thickness
variation, this is a disadvantage because it causes severe thinning due to a very large contact area
between the sheet and roller.
2.5.2

Roller Path and Passes

The use of multiple pass instead of a single pass leads to gradual tangential and radial stresses which
is critical in reduction of material failure, [14]. Several types of roller paths have been reported which
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include, the linear path, concave and convex path, [4] .The first pass was observed to play a critical
role in the final blank thickness when doing conventional spinning, [15].
It has been suggested that the concave path gives the highest spinning ratio without material defects,
[16] and finite element methods have been used to study roller paths and results showed that the
stresses and strains generated by the concave roller path were the smallest compared to the straight
and quadratic curve passes, [17].
2.5.3

The blank’s outside diameter and thickness

A lower diameter has been observed to have better formability when varied between 3 different size
levels, [13]. However, the conclusion was only based on 3 values and the difference of 6 mm seemed
very small to make conclusive results on the effect of this parameter.
Studies done by [12] varied blank thickness in 5 levels between 1.5 mm and 7.0 mm and the effect
was reported against the inner and outer surface finish as a response. The study observed that the
lowest blank thickness resulted in a better surface finish of cones produced. However, since most
often the thickness is dictated by the final part requirement, the blank thickness is a rigid parameter. It
is important to note that an increase in blank thickness increases the forming forces during spinning
[12] , while a relationship was established between formability and blank thickness in conventional
metal spinning of a cup using modeling methods, [13]. The study varied the thickness variable on
three levels, 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm and found that the 3 mm blank resulted in better formability
while the response variable was ‘severe thinning and amplitude of wrinkling’. It is important to
observe that the two studies of [12] and [13] seem to have contradictory results but the response
measured was different, part produced differed and other parameters were not constant or similar. It
shows the complexity of the interactions of the process variables.
2.5.4

Mandrel revolution speed

Mandrel revolution speed varied in two levels in studies conducted by [9] and observed that higher
revolutions of the mandrel during shear spinning resulted in better surface finish. The studies done by
[18] also confirmed that a higher speed yields better surface finish in the experiments done and varied
at three levels. However, [13] in their research on modeling conventional metal spinning of a cup and
optimization of parameters did not establish any effect of the mandrel speed on formability. It is worth
noting that the response investigated in their study was ‘severe thinning’ and ‘amplitude of wrinkling’
while [9] and [18] used ‘surface finish’ values as their response. An interaction of process variables
was established between feed and the mandrel speed when measuring the tangential force as a
response, but no effect on the surface finish was reported in the study, [12] .
Strain induced martensitic formation is linked to austenite instability below ambient temperatures for
austenitic steels. [19] Formed cones at different angles ranging between 30° to 60° and forming
speeds ranging between 10 mm/s to 100 mm/s for amongst others, AISI 316L which was held at -
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67.4°C. The study measured temperature changes with increase in forming speeds and cone angles.
Percentage of strain induced martensite for the various parameters changed with forming speeds, with
the highest percentage of strain induced martensite recorded for the lowest forming speeds, [19] .
2.5.5

The tool feed

A study was conducted and the feed was varied in three stages, in a process parameter optimization of
shear spinning, [18]. The study concluded that the lowest feed used in the experiment gave the best
surface finish. Similarly, [12] while varying the feed in 5 levels during a spinning process to produce
cones observed that the lowest feeds offered the best surface finish of the finished product. When
varying feed in four levels in simulation of conventional spinning it was showed that this affected
wrinkling defects formation in the model due to high feed rates, [8].
In conventional metal spinning of a cup , [13] used modeling techniques and Design of Experiments
(DOE) to vary feed in three levels with a high of 5.0 mm/rev, intermediate of 2.75 mm/rev and a low
of .5 mm/rev. The authors concluded that both extremities had a detrimental effect on quality of cups
produced but noted that this was as a result of interaction with other process factors. However, the
study was able to show that an increase in feed rate increased the springback of the finished product.

2.5.6

Spinning force

There are three components of resolved forces associated with the shear spinning process, tangential,
feed force and radial force, out of which the radial force is the greatest, then axial force and the least
is the tangential force, [4]. Both axial and radial forces increases with increased angle between roller
axis and mandrel axis between 0 to 60 degrees, [20]. A Finite element model (FEM) using different
materials observed that tool forces were highest for stainless steel, followed by mild steel and
aluminum had the lowest tool forces in multi pass conventional spinning, [12].
The spinning force has been shown to be affected by the process variables in different studies, [1] and
[12]. It was also shown the effect of blank thickness on the normal and feed force, such that the feed
force increased with increase in blank thickness, [12]. Forming forces have been shown to impart on
the uniformity of wall thickness and accurate control of the same using a hybrid position/force control
system has been shown to be beneficial in quality improvement, [5].
[21] Investigated the force distribution in the shear spinning of cone. The effect of blank thickness,
roller nose radius, mandrel revolution and roller feed on the spinning force was analyzed using
theoretical and experimental methods. The author made assumptions that the material follows the von
Mises rule, negligible effects of friction, strain rate, temperature and that there was no plastic
hardening during deformation. The components of force on the axial and radial directions were
calculated from parallel and perpendicular forces measured by use of dynamometers, while
circumferential force was measured directly. When spinning Aluminum 1100-O. The calculated
values and the experimental values were shown to have a close relationship. Despite a remarkable
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coherence in the results, the effect of the material properties of plastic hardening was not captured in
the study. [22] Separately conducted experiments on stainless steel and Inconel 625 using spinning
and flow forming and noted a rise in force as the material work hardened. In a different study, [23]
concluded shear to be the main deformation mode in shear spinning. The study, however, made
several assumptions: that the straining in the minor in-plane direction and the straining next to the
mandrel were neglected.

2.5.7

Lubrication

Various material suppliers recommend the use of lubricants for some materials to prevent galling,
[24]. [6] Noted the importance of lubrication in reducing the work hardening of spun parts while [25]
investigated the effect of lubrication on tolerances, surface asperity and the shear spinning forces.
Increased lubricant viscosity was reported to have an increase on force in the feed direction and
applying a lubricant to the inner surface was found to have an effect of wall thickness consistency.
2.6

Defects formation and resultant material properties in spinning process

Several aspects have been associated with quality of a spun part. Springback was identified as a
quality response in studies done by [6] and the magnitude was measured in mm. Surface roughness
was measured as a quality variable by [12] .Wrinkling occurs when the tangential compressive stress
at the flange is in excess of the buckling stability limit of the blank, and studies done by [9] used this
as a qualitative variable rated on a scale of one to seven. Circumferential cracking is caused by high
radial stresses in the area near the mandrel while radial cracking is caused by bending forces over
existing extreme wrinkles, [4].

2.6.1

Spinning process and process parameters optimization.

To conduct process parameters optimization, most studies use established methods and the
justification for the same is given. [26] Investigated the optimization of metal forming processes
under uncertainty. The study lists the various areas affected by uncertainties such as design
parameters and design variables. When using modeling and simulation, the model uncertainties are
also included.
The author compares the various numerical techniques and their advantages and disadvantages. The
Monte Carlo analysis is noted to have accuracy which is pegged on the number of samples. However,
for expensive production trials, this would no doubt be a great disadvantage. The Taguchi method
which is robust and widely used is regarded as easy to understand and does not require much
statistical knowledge. However, the drawbacks associated with this method are listed. The Signal to
noise ratio (SNR) combines the mean and variance of the response which implies that one cannot
separate the effect of control and noise variables on the mean and variance of the response. It is noted
that the Taguchi method also requires many functions evaluations for the orthogonal array DOE.
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The study contends that the sensitivity based approach improves the efficiency. However, it is also
noted that the method has a risk of being trapped in the local optima.
Process parameters have been known to affect the quality of products formed from sheet metal.
Statistical analysis and Design of Experiments have been used severally to establish the optimum
working parameters in different types of production techniques. [27] Used a Taguchi method to
establish the optimum parameters in cutting glass fibre. Elsewhere, [28] used surface as a response
and applied design of experiments and analysis of variance techniques to investigate the process
variables which had significant effect in selective laser sintering.
In spinning and forming processes, attempts have been made to investigate some of the critical
parameters that influence quality of produced parts. [11] Used design of Experiments in two levels
for this investigation to produce cups in FEA simulation.
In the first DOE set up, six process factors were identified and varied at three levels, low level,
intermediate level and high level with the response being product quality. The process factors were
feed rate, mandrel rotational speed, relative clearance between the roller and mandrel, friction
coefficient, roller nose radius, sheet thickness, and initial blank diameter. The actual range of process
factors used was a combination of previous values used by [29] and a variation of values used in most
studies. The response variable was qualitative parameters, ‘amplitude of wrinkling or severe
thinning’. These were set at 0 (None), 1 (Intermediate) and 2 (Strong). In the results, Feed rate,
relative clearance, roller nose radius and sheet thickness all had a critical effect on the formability.
Mandrel speed and friction co-efficient did not show any effect on the formability.
On the second DOE, the feed rate, relative clearance and nose radius were varied on the same levels
as in the first DOE to show the changes in average thickness, thickness variation, springback and axial
force. In this DOE, sheet thickness and initial blank diameter values were 3 mm and 192 mm
respectively and were kept constant. As reported earlier, the rotation speed of the mandrel and the
frictional coefficient had been observed to have no effect and were maintained at 200 rpm and 0.05
respectively. In measuring the response, the thickness was measured at eight separate points and the
average recorded as the thickness. The standard deviation of the measurements was reported as the
thickness variation. The springback was computed from the measurement of internal cup diameter at
eight places and the maximum deviation from the mandrel diameter represented the springback
values. The axial force was measured at each turn and recorded. The average thickness values
recorded in this study concurred with previous work done by [31]. Increasing the feed rate resulted in
increased deviation from the initial thickness due to increased tangential stress and which increased
strains. Decreasing the relative clearance between the roller and the sheet resulted in a more uniform
thickness and this concurred with previous work done by [30].
To reduce thickness variation, the study concluded that feed rate needed to be reduced and a negative
clearance used. It was also reported that the springback magnitude was directly related to feed rate.
Increasing the feed rate resulted in a higher springback effect. An increase in feed rate or roller nose
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radius resulted in increasing axial force, while a decrease in relative clearance resulted in increasing
axial force.
After the second DOE, the study was done with the optimal parameters which increased the response
with a further 22% from the best response obtained in the second DOE of 17 experiments.
The study provided a good guide of optimization of process parameters but falls short on robustness
in areas of uncertainty and sensitivity of the results.
[7] Used an experimental approach of shear forming (power spinning) which is a derivative of metal
spinning to optimize quality by varying process parameters on CNC equipment. The material used
was pure aluminum AA-1050A. The initial blank had a wall thickness of 2 mm and an outer diameter
of 260 mm. The final product had intended height of 54 mm, cone angle of 42 degrees, wall thickness
of 1.34 mm and a starting diameter of 90 mm. The author defends the choice of classical DOE
methodology used in contrast to One-Factor-At-a-Time (OFAT). It is observed that possible
interactions of process factors cannot be identified using the OFAT strategy, while the author notes
that DOE can identify and interpret interactions of factors. To justify the choice, the author refers to
studies done by [12] who used the methodology successfully by having surface quality as a response
against several process parameters.
It is observed that though the fractional factorial design and central composite design are popular, the
study did not use these methods and preferred to use a mixed level design, which has unequal factor
levels in the design compared to the former methods.
The process parameters varied on unequal levels were, Roller tool radius, roller tool feed, mandrel
revolution, distance of gap and inclination of tool path. The response variables were dimensional
integrity (amplitude of wrinkling) and surface quality (inner and outer).
2.7

Laser aided spinning

Most of the existing literature on finite element modeling that covers the spinning process makes
several assumptions. The material model is assumed to follow the von Mises rule, [1]. Secondly, the
material is assumed not to strain harden during forming or the effects are assumed to be negligible.
This may not be necessarily the case for metals such as super alloys. However, there exists little
literature on spinning of super alloys.
Studies have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of sheet metal spinning process
effectiveness in producing hard to deform materials. [22] Used Austenitic steels, (0H18N9T and
00H17N14M2) and INCONEL 625 in the processes of metal spinning (Steels) and flow forming
respectively. The results showed that Inconel quickly strain hardened as it was being deformed and
the forming forces increased. The study recommended the investigation of the same using localized
heating methods such as laser assisted spinning. For stainless steels, the study incorporated a solution
heat treatment at temperatures between 1050–1100 °C which was reported to improve the dimensional
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accuracy of the final product. Elsewhere, while comparing incremental sheet metal forming and shear
spinning, [19] observed that shear spinning produced similar material properties as incremental
forming while analyzing austenitic steels amongst them AISI 316L steels.
The hard to deform materials which are formed using spinning process require a heat treatment
process. Moreover, the high forming forces required as the metal plastic hardens during forming make
the process less attractive. To mitigate these problems, various attempts have been made to use Laser
heating to locally heat the material.
An experimental work to produce conical spun parts from Dual phase automotive steels (DP 800) and
aeronautic grade titanium alloy was done, [26]. The materials which have known poor formability
were produced using laser assisted heating method. A 20% increase in elongation and ultimate
strength was observed with the laser assisted spinning. The study however cautioned on the
complexity of setting up the production and many parameters to be optimized besides the accuracy
needed to position the laser on the strain point.
[31] Reviewed Laser Assisted Forming Techniques which included spinning. It is reported that hard
to deform materials such as titanium and high strength steels had been formed using laser assisted
spinning and the forming forces lowered due to the localized material heating, [27] .
In multipass metal spinning of carbon steel material, [32] demonstrated the different hardness values
for the spun material before and after it was spun. The experimental study also demonstrated the
anisotropic effect of the material with higher hardness value recorded in the direction 90° to the
rolling of the sheet. [33] Demonstrated the change in material hardness for parts produced with and
without laser assisted heating in experimental spinning.
2.8
2.8.1

Materials review
AISI 316L

This is a chromium-nickel-molybdenum austenitic stainless steel. It has good corrosion resistance,
aesthetic appeal, heat resistance, low life cycle cost full recyclability, biological neutrality and ease of
fabrication. A typical maximum elemental composition of 316L is shown in Table 1.
The Chromium element offers excellent corrosion protection and enhances strength. Nickel also offers
corrosion protection in higher temperatures and especially against a sulfuric acid rich environment
and is also an austenite stabilizer. Molybdenum is important alloying element in enhancing strength at
high temperatures. Manganese is used as an alloying element in 316L to assist in de-oxidation of the
steel and prevent the forming of iron sulfide inclusions which result into hot cracking.
Table 1: Typical elemental composition of AISI 316L
Cr

Ni

Mo

C

Mn

P

S

Si

N

Fe

18

14

3

0.030

2

0.045

0.03

0.75

0.1

Balance
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Formability of AISI 316L was studied by [34] and strain hardening of AISI 316L steel after cold
working (50% rolling) was found to increase from a value of 168 HV1 to 368 HV1. In studies done
by [35] Plastically deforming AISI 316L material was observed to result in the shrinkage of the ɣ
phase. Moreover, extreme percentage reduction caused excessive hardening of ɣ which is associated
with modifying its mechanical properties as well as making the material more susceptible to
corrosion. The study did not however consider the heat treatment effects on the restoration of the precold worked condition properties. The material which has an austenitic structure is only hardenable by
cold working and heat treatment processes are mainly used for stress relieving purposes. In studies

conducted by [36] for AISI 316L samples analysis was done before and after manual electric
arc welding and heat treatment process. The heat treatment temperature ranges used was
600°C, 700°C, 800°C and 900°C for two hours and the study reported an increase in tensile
strength and a reduction of impact energy values in the material as the heat treatment
temperatures were raised.

2.8.2

Alloy 600

Alloy 600 is a stable, austenitic solid-solution material. The high nickel composition impacts the alloy
with good corrosion resistance properties in many organic and inorganic compounds. Chromium
provides resistance to Sulphur compounds and the oxidation resistance conditions at high
temperatures. The alloy can be strengthened only by cold work processes. [37]
A typical composition of Alloy 600 is shown in Table 2.
The austenite matrix is a FCC nickel based structure that has high percentages of solid solution
elements. Due to the matrix stability below melting point no major changes are observed in the T-T-T
process during the different thermal treatments except carbides precipitation or dissolution, [38].
Trace amounts of titanium and nitrogen and carbon precipitate to form titanium nitrides, titanium
carbides and chromium carbides. The nitrides are not affected by heat treatment below melting points,
while the chromium carbides precipitate at the grain boundaries from the solid solution at
temperatures ranging from 540 °C and 980 °C, [37].
The material’s resistance to oxidation at high temperatures and its high strength at elevated
temperatures comes in handy for use in furnace components in heat treatment furnaces, pressurized
water reactor nuclear power plants and the aerospace industry high temperature components in the
engine such as exhaust liners and turbine seals, [37].
Due to its high versatility, alloy 600 is utilized in many applications with a temperature range from
cryogenic to almost 1000 ◦C, [38] and [39] both emphasized stress corrosion cracking as a major
failure mode of Alloy 600 in application.
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[40] While investigating the effect of annealing time and temperatures on alloy 600 established that
at temperatures of 1000 ◦C the grain size increased with time. Moreover, the increase in grain size led
to the reduction in strength properties and increase in elongation. The study also concluded that the
solvus temperatures for γ′ precipitates are in the range of 1000 ◦C to 1100 ◦C.
Table 2: Typical elemental composition of alloy 600
Alloy

C

Mn

Fe

S

Si

Cu

Ni

Cr

Alloy 600

0.15

1.0 max

6–10

0.015

0.50

0.50

72 min

14 – 17

2.8.3

Alloy 718

The material which was developed in the early 1960s and used in high temperature applications has
major composition of Nickel and Chromium and balance composition as shown in the table. It is a
high strength, corrosion resistant material that has temperature stability between -253 to760 ◦C , [41] .
The alloy makes up 51% of the total weight of the space-shuttle main engine and it is actively used for
more than 1500 individual parts in hydrogen, oxygen and hydrogen-rich steam environments at
temperatures between −253 to 760 ◦C. Elsewhere, [42] confirmed that Alloy 718 has gained
widespread use in the aerospace industry with some OEM using over 50% of it in their engines.
Although Nickel is the major component, Iron is introduced to lower the overall cost by lowering the
percentage of Nickel in the alloy as shown in Table 3.
Its high temperature properties results from a combination of alloying and strengthening, some of
which are solid solution and precipitation hardening. It has an FCC structured austenitic matrix having
Nickel, Iron and Chromium. The major strengthening phase is the gamma double prime γ'' (Ni3Nb)
which has a BCT structure. However, besides this phase, there is potential for the formation of phases
including the gamma prime γ' (Ni3(Al,Ti,Nb)), delta δ (Ni3Nb) which is orthorhombic and carbides in
the time- temperature- transformation curves [42]. The γ′′ forms as discs or platelets inside the matrix,
has been observed to surround γ′ particles, and has higher stability than γ′. Niobium has a high electro
positivity that leads to the formation niobium precipitates despite its lower solubility compared to
other refractory elements. It has to be observed that the solid solution strengthening effect is lower
due to the atomic mismatch of niobium with the Ni-Cr-Fe base, [43].
However, [44] showed that the γ " phase tend to coarsen comparatively fast above 1200F (649C),
which result in over aging and loss of strength. The study also demonstrated that the high strength of
Alloy 71 8 was due to the high coherency strains associated with y" BCT phase.
Alloy 718 has led to the development of ALLVAC® 718PLUS whose main difference is that the
main strengthening phases are the γ′′ and γ′ for the former and latter respectively besides the cobalt
and titanium inclusion in the latter, [45].
A smaller grain size has been associated with unfavorable creep properties of lowered rupture time at
temperatures of 650˚C. Carbides have not been shown to have negative effects on the crack initiation
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and propagation. Fatigue life have been demonstrated to be lowered by having large grain sizes while
smaller grains have comparably higher fatigue life. The shape of the delta phase affects the fatigue
life, with the needle shaped delta phase having poor fatigue properties while round or circular shaped
delta phase promoting longer fatigue life, [46] .Establishing a balance of grain size and delta phase
shape and distribution is important in the optimization of creep properties and fatigue life of Alloy
718. The grain size can be controlled by the holding time during solution heat treatment with
prolonged holding times resulting to grain growth.

Formability
[47] Studied the room temperature formability of three super alloys amongst them, alloy 718. The
study for alloy 718 was done in the solution annealed state. The yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile
strength (UTS), strain hardening exponent, n, strain rate sensitivities m, plastic anisotropic value r,
and elongation was measured and recorded. The strain hardening exponent was noted to be the
primary mechanical property that affects the forming limit diagram and it was relatively higher for
718 at 0.44. Though plastic anisotropy does not directly affect the FLD, it nevertheless affects
formability and it was thus established. The strain rate sensitivity of the material was also identified at
30% engineering strain over a strain rate range of 0.000024 to 0.24s-’. The study found out that the
material was fairly isotropic since the r- values were fairly close to 1.
Table 3: Typical elemental composition of alloy 718
Alloy C

Ni

Cr

Mo

W

Co

Fe

Nb

Ti

Al

P

718

Bal

18

2.8

—

—

18

5.4

1

0.5

0.006

0.025

B

0.004

2.8.4

Haynes 282

Haynes 282 is a super alloy material, mainly developed for the high temperature aerospace engines
and industrial gas turbine applications. The alloy is a wrought γ' strengthened nickel-based superalloy
that has high percentages of cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr), and molybdenum (Mo) [48] as shown in

Table 4. Molybdenum which is a refractory material has a better solubility than even Niobium in
Nickel due to its atomic size and has the role of providing creep resistance [48]. Chromium is
important for purposes of providing resistance to oxidation and corrosion, while cobalt, controls the γ'
solvus. The Al and Ti elements form the γ' phase whose balancing is critical to ensure that its high
enough to have excellent strength but low enough to ensure ease of fabrication. The percentage of Al
and Ti in Haynes 282 is between those of Alloy 230 and Waspalloy.
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The alloy offers an alternative to Alloy 718 above 650 degrees temperatures, with service
temperatures in the range of 649 to 871 °C. This good thermal stability is attributed to the low γ' phase
composition which leads to sluggish precipitation kinetics in the FCC Ni rich matrix.
Table 4: Typical elemental composition of Haynes 282
Alloy

Ni

Cr

Co

Mo

Ti

Al

Fe

Mn

Si

C

B

282

57

20

10

8.5

2.1

1.5

1.5

0.3

0.15

0.06

0.005

2.9

Heat treatment processes

Recovery phase involves relieving some of the stored strain energy by dislocation motion due to
enhanced atomic diffusion at high temperatures. Recovery leads to the formation of a new set of strain
free grains that have low dislocation densities and are similar to the pre-cold worked condition. The
new grains form as very small nuclei and grow until they consume the material. The push for the
formation of new grains results from the internal energy difference between the highly strained and
unstrained material. Prolonging holding times at elevated temperatures leads to grain growth, [49] .
Materials are heat treated after cold forming to relieve internal stresses, ensure recovery and
recrystallization. Further holding the material after recrystallization at elevated temperatures results
in grain growth. If the material is cooled rapidly, the grains are in a solid solution state and
precipitation strengthened materials do not form precipitates at this point.
Aging process
To enhance the strength properties of precipitation strengthened materials, aging process is conducted
by heating a solid solution treated material to certain temperatures and holding them for several hours.
The precipitates move short distances to the grain boundaries and impede dislocation movements.
Alloy 718 and 282 which are strengthened by the gamma double prime and gamma prime precipitates
formation are subjected to such treatments. However, since Alloy 600 and AISI 316L are solid
solution strengthened, this heat treatment process does not affect the matrix and no precipitates are
formed to strengthen the material.
3

Method and Material

Circular blanks were cut by the use of hydraulic circle cutting shearing machines with diameters of
330 mm for the four materials. The materials specifications were; Alloy 718: AMS5596, Haynes 282:
AMS5951 , Alloy 600: AMS5540, SS316L: AISI316L.
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A CNC Leinfield spinning machine with fixed mandrel speed was used for spinning the blanks. A
mandrel tool with inside angle of 46° was used for the final shape as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Mandrel Template
A single roller tool was used with outer diameter of 158.55 mm and roller radius of 4mm. The roller
path was programmed by the use of a HMI and only the multi pass was done manually without preprogrammed paths. Lubricant used during spinning was ISO VG 460 applied by the use of a
brush. Several levels of tool feed speed were used in the formation of cones. A negative clearance was
used ranging from 0.6mm to 1.2mm. 28 experiments were done to produce cones with varying
degrees of quality as the parameters of tool feed and clearance varied.
Samples were then cut from the successfully spun cones of approximately 40mm times 40mm for heat
treatment near the bottom and top of the cone whose microstructural examination was conducted from
two directions as shown in Figure 4. A pneumatic cutting machine was used to cut the samples from
the cone.
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Traverse direction

Tool/
Perpendicular
direction

Figure 4: Directional view of produced cones
Samples were mounted by the use of a ‘Simplimet 2000’ Mounting machine that utilizes compressed
air and heat to mould ‘Epomet’ moulding compound and a filler material (Phenocure). The samples
were clearly marked on the traverse and perpendicular direction by the use of a pneumatic indenter
pen. A systematic numbering of the materials depending on the alloy, position (top or bottom part of
cone), spun or unspun was adopted to eliminate confusion during samples handling.
Grinding and polishing of samples was done by the use of ‘Phoenix 4000’ sample preparation system
that utilized grinding papers of meshrange 120 to 4000. Thereafter, polishing was done by the use of
diamond paste of 3 microns and thorough cleaning with water and soap of samples before and after
polishing was done. Ethanol and a warm air blower were used to aid drying of the samples.
Acid used for etching was oxalic acid with 10% concentration and a DC voltage range of 2.5 to 4V
for all samples except aged samples which were etched with Kalling’s etchant. The samples were
afterwards cleaned thoroughly with water and dried using ethanol and a warm air blower. DC
equipment used was Delta Electronica.
Heat treatment process of the spun cones was used for solution treatment and aging. Only two Haynes
282 and Alloy 718 which are both precipitation strengthened materials were aged. Two types of
furnaces were used for heat treatment, Wilhelm THAM AB model and Vecstar furnaces Model LF2
with a tolerance of 8°C.
The first set of heat treatment exercises were conducted with the samples which had been formed at
higher tool feeds. The samples were heated from room temperature to the solution heat treatment
temperature and then held for some time before air cooling to room temperature. This was done for all
materials.
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A second set of heat treatment involved heat treating of alloy 718 and Haynes 282 with different
temperatures and three sets of holding times in a pre-heated furnace. Alloy 718 was heat treated with
temperatures of 954°C, 982°C and 996°C for 20 minutes, 40 minutes and 60 minutes at each
temperature range. A total of 9 heat treatments were done for a spun sample and for comparison,
unspun sample was subjected to a similar heat treatment. Haynes 282 was subjected to temperature of
1010°C, 1075°C and 1121°C. The holding times were varied at 20 minutes, 40 minutes and 60
minutes for each temperature and both spun and unspun samples were subjected to similar heat
treatment processes for comparative reasons. The samples were rapidly air cooled after the set holding
times were reached.
A third heat treatment exercise for Alloy 718 and Haynes 282 was conducted for samples spun
successfully at a lower feed and the same parameters of temperature and holding time were used as in
the second heat treatment exercise.
Lastly, the samples which were solution heat treated in the first heat treatment for both alloy 718 and
282 were subjected to an aging process. Due to the constraints of time and equipment, both materials
were subjected to similar aging conditions and samples which had been spun were also subjected to
the same heat treatment for comparative reasons. The samples were heated at 760°C for 5 hours and
slowly cooled to 650°C for two hours and then holding them at this temperature for 1 hour before
cooling them rapidly to room temperature.
Material hardness tests were done for samples before spinning, after spinning and after the various
heat treatment processes. The load applied was 300 g and the same was applied for 15 seconds. The
hardness tests were conducted for at least 3 points on a sample of unspun material and six points for
samples of spun material and the results averaged. The hardness was measured on both the traverse
direction and the perpendicular direction. The hardness computation was done automatically by the
machine but the results were manually recorded. The model used was ‘HMV 2TE Shimadzu’ Micro
hardness tester.
Grain structure evaluation was done for materials before spinning, after spinning and after heat
treatment processes. An optical microscope, Olympus BX60MF5 model with magnification range of
500X to 1000X was used and images captured with the use of a computer and “Infinite Analyzer”
software. The software was capable of inscribing lines with dimensions inside the grain structure.
Grain size determination was done using two standard procedures. The planimetric method involves
counting the number of grains inside a shape such as a circle or rectangle of known area at a certain
magnification.
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Number of grains per square millimeter = Jeffries multiplier (total number of grains + ( total number
of intercepted grains in the circle/2)). The formula changes slightly when a rectangle is used instead of
a circle. The planimetric method has a relatively higher accuracy but is cumbersome. The lineal
intercept method was faster and involved drawing lines to intercept the grains. When the line
intercepted three grains, the same was counted as 1.5, and if the lines ended at a grain boundary, the
same was counted as 0.5. Other intercepts were counted as 1. The recommended number of intercepts
is at least 50 and more than 100 is discouraged due to being tiresome. Manual marking was done to
improve accuracy. The study utilized the lineal intercept method and kept the minimal number of
intercept to 50. The total grains counted were divided by the total length of lines intercepting the
grains. The computed grain size was converted from micrometers to millimeters and the comparative
ASTM grain size was established from a table matching the grain diameter to the ASTM number.
Roughness measurement was done for material before and after spinning for the successfully spun
cones. The roughness values were measured by the use of a stylus method and a traverse length of
4.8mm for all materials. The roughness was measured in the direction of tool travel since the effect of
the tool was expected to be most pronounced in that direction. The mean roughness depth Rz is
computed from five averages of highest peak to lowest valley. The method is useful especially in
demonstrating the extremity of roughness in a sample but it is the Ra value that gives a global scale of
roughness of the material and mitigates the effect of isolated extreme values. The Ra value is
computed for all peaks and valleys and the outlier values effect is mitigated. The study opted to report
the Ra values of roughness on both the inside and outside of the cones successfully formed. The values
were reported for each sampled material. The study did not delve into the relationships between the
tool feed and or the tool surface finish and its effect on the final surface quality.
4

Results and Discussions

A general summary of sheet metal spinning results and roughness values are shown in Table 12
(Appendix).
The various materials spun had unique forming parameters with AISI 316L showing the best
formability that included multiple passing without cracking and ease of forming even at
comparatively higher tool feed rate. All the super alloys had poor formability when multi-passed spun
and the tool speed had to be lowered than that of AISI 316L to form successfully. However, extremely
low tool speeds led to cracking of the cones during forming for all the super alloys due to strain
hardening. The implication is that there exists an optimum tool feed rate that would give the best
optimum feed rates without cracking. Despite this, an interaction with the mandrel-tool clearance was
observed in the optimal formability zone. Extreme thickness reduction of the material (46°) was
achieved which was about 61.2% reduction for one sample in only a single pass. The measured final
thickness of the spun samples differed slightly from the computed theoretical values. For instance,
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sample no. 9 which had an initial thickness of 2.6 mm had a measured thickness of 1.04 mm against
the computed theoretical of 1.02 mm. Other measured samples differed within the same range. The
samples were formed without any external heating but the process generated heat energy whose effect
on the material formability was not empirically established. The mandrel expansion due to the heat
generated led to discrepancy between the manually measured clearance and the machine record.
The Ra values had a similar trend of roughness rising after spinning and the effect was more on the
outer part of the cone than the inner part which confirmed previous studies as shown in Figure 27.
However, the difference in roughness values between different materials were was statistically
minimal. A higher roughness value has been demonstrated in other studies to have a negative effect
on fatigue life and controlling the rise in roughness during shear spinning for a final operation should
be a critical aspect of process optimization. Multi-passing without intermediate heat treatment for the
super alloys was shown to be difficult which implies that minimizing roughness in the first pass for
the super alloys would mitigate the need for a smoothening pass.
4.1

Alloy 718 Results

The material was analysed before spinning, after spinning and after solution heat treatment. The spun
material showed extreme elongation of grains on one direction of forming and the aspect ratio was
approximated from an average of grains measured for a sample spun and viewed on the
circumferential view only for cone no. 9 whose spinning details are shown in Table 12
Average Minor diameter/Average major diameter
((10/53) + (8/52) + (8/58) + (12/80))
=0.157
Since the value is computed from the ratio of minor diameter to major diameter, the same is
dimensionless and its closeness to unity implies almost equiaxed grains.
First Heat Treatment
The first heat treatment for alloy 718 was done for cone no.9 whose details are shown in Table 12.
The heat treatment process of heating the material from room temperature to the desired temperature
is a typical production process for alloy 718 solution heat treatment.
The material is supplied in solution treated condition before precipitation strengthening is done which
explains the lower hardness measured for the materials before cold working as shown in Figure 5.
This ensures good formability. There was extreme rise in hardness after the cold working which was
calculated as 61% thickness reduction (from 2.68 to 1.04 mm). The material showed elongation
mainly when viewed from the circular direction of the cone but no grains elongation was evident
when viewed on the cone height direction. The solution heat treated material showed full recovery
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and new grains recrystallization across the materials. However, the grains were very small and were
established as ASTM grain size number 13.7. A small grain size has good properties in strength and
fatigue but unfavorable creep properties has been linked to small grain size.

Micro vickers hardness for Alloy 718 (HV)
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

454
308
238

Unspinned Grain size
ASTM 8.5

Spinned

Micro
vickers
hardness
for Alloy
718 (HV)

Solution treated from
RT to 954°C, 40
Minutes, ASTM 13.7

Figure 5: Alloy 718 micro hardness values
Second heat treatment process
The heat treatment method differs with the typical production process in that the samples are inserted
in an already heated furnace. The cone sample no.10 shown in Table 12 Was heat treated in this case
was spun under similar conditions
The spun and unspun materials microstructure and hardness values were analyzed after being
subjected to the three ranges of temperatures and varying the holding times. The hardness values for
unspun materials are shown in Figure 6.

Unspinned Alloy 718 micro vickers hardness for 3 heat
treatment temperatures
Heat treatment
270
250
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temperature of
954°C

268
252

242

230
213
201

210
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220
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150
20

40
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60

Heat treatment
temperature of
982°C
Heat treatment
temperature of
996°C

Figure 6: Unspun and solution treated Alloy 718as delivered micro hardness
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There is a general trend of material softening with increase in heat treatment temperature which is
expected and confirmed by the grain growth trend observed in Figure 7.
The oscillation of hardness values between various holding times maybe a statistical error in
Unspinned and solution treated Alloy 718 ASTM grain sizes
10

9,5

9,5

9,5

8
8

ASTM grain 6
size number 4

7,2

Heat treatment
temperature of
982°C and
954°C

Heat treatment
temperature of
996°C

2
0
20

40
60
Holding time in Minutes

Figure 7: Unspun and solution treated Alloy 718 as delivered ASTM grain sizes
measurement which is an average. However, the ASTM grain sizes between temperatures of 954°C
and 982°C are the same and the stagnation in grain growth implies that the energy required to drive
grain growth was still low.
The spun material microstructure is shown in Table 5. There was no recrystallization at temperatures
of 954°C below 60 minutes holding time. However, a general trend of grain growth was observed
above that point up to 996°C and holding time of 60 minutes.
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Table 5: Alloy 718 microstructure for spun and solution treated material
954°C

982°C

996°C

20
minu
tes

40
minu
tes

60
minu
tes

The material softened with an increase in temperature between 954°C and 996°C as shown in

Figure 8. The sharpest decline in hardness was observed between 982°C and 996°C where there was
rapid grain growth. This could be explained by the material having fully recovered at 982°C and most
of the energy being used in grain growth rather than recovery phase.
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Micro vickers hardness values for Alloy 718 spinned and solution
treated at different temperatures and times
Heat
treatment
temperature
of 954°C

500
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446

400
350
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hardnessHV300
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299
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268
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200
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150
0

20
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Holding time in minutes

Heat
treatment
temperature
of 982°C
Heat
treatment
temperature
of 996°C

60

Figure 8: Micro vickers hardness chart for spun and solution treated Alloy 718

The grain sizes for the spun material which was heat treated was observed to be lower than
those of unspun material below 996°C as shown in Figure 9. The reason would be that much
energy is used in the recovering of the material after extreme straining and the grain growth
mechanism was still at early stages for spun material.
16
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ASTM grain
8
size numbers
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12,1
8

12,1
8

13,7
12,1
Heat treatment
temperature of 954°C
7,2

4

Heat treatment
temperature of 982°C
Heat treatment
temperature of 996°C

2
0
20
40
60
Holding time in minutes

Figure 9: ASTM grain sizes for spun and solution treated Alloy 718 add as delivered
The third heat treatment for alloy 718
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The third heat treatment was carried out with a sample cone no. 19 shown in Table 12, which was
spun at a lower tool feed. The micro hardness results shown in Figure 10. The hardness trend was
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300
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treated at
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Heat
treated at
996°C

Figure 10: Alloy 718 micro hardness values for spun and solution treated material at lower tool feed
that the material softened as the heat treatment temperature was raised. However, increasing the
holding time did not shown any drastic change in micro hardness values. There was a small difference
in hardness values between the material and that spun at higher tool feeds as shown in Figure 8. The
material formed at a lower tool feed generally had a higher initial hardness and final hardness than
that formed at a higher tool feed.
The micro structural images for cone no. 19 presented in Table 6 also showed full recrystallization
even at temperatures of 954°C and 20 minutes holding time, unlike that of cone no. 10. Further
increase in temperature and holding time resulted in grain growth across the material. The reason for
the earlier recrystallization would be that the comparatively higher strain energy in the material would
act as a driving force for recrystallization of new unstrained grains.
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Table 6: Alloy 718 spun and solution treated microstructure for cone no. 19

954°C

982°C

996°C
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Minu
tes

40
minut
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60
minut
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The ASTM grain sizes for the material shown in Figure 11 was observed to increase with increase in
temperature and the most drastic change was observed between temperatures of 982°C and 996°C.
The holding time had a marginal effect on grain growth at the sampled holding times. However, at
temperatures of 996°C, the material showed almost similar grain sizes to that of cone no. 10 shown in
Figure 9, while the different grain sizes observed at 982°C between the heat treated samples could be
statistically insignificant.
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Figure 11: ASTM grain sizes for spun and solution treated cone no. 19 add as delivered
Aging
The aged samples were extracted from cone no. 9 before and after heat treatment. The micro hardness
for the material in different conditions including after aging was compared and presented in Figure
12. The micro hardness was observed to have drastically increased after aging for both spun and
solution treated materials. An aging process resulted in material strengthening due to precipitates
moving towards the grain boundaries and restricting slip dislocations. However, since the grain
structure for the aged material which was solution treated was very small, the precipitates were not
easily noticeable.
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Figure 12: Micro hardness chart for Alloy 718 cone no. 9 under different conditions
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4.2

Haynes 282

The hardness and grain size of Haynes 282 was analyzed before and after spinning. The aspect ratio
of the grains was computed for only the view which was highly elongated (circumferential) from a
series of averages of minimum diameter/maximum diameter and was approximated as;
((56/267) + (34/286) + (29.7/330) + (32/198))/4
= 0.146.
The value was established as an average after the dimensions were measured on several places to
approximate the value. The closer to unity the value is of aspect ratio implies an almost equiaxed
grains and the closer to 0 the dimensionless value tends implies highly elongated grains in one
direction.
First heat treatment
The first heat treatment procedure carried out was a typical one for production activity that involves
heating the part in the furnace from room temperature to the desired heat treatment temperature of
1121°C and holding for 20 minutes and then rapidly cooling in air as shown in Figure 24. The sample
cone heat treated was cone no. 16 which was formed with a comparatively higher tool feed as shown
in Table 9.
The material hardness was expected to rise after cold working and the solution heat treatment
restored the ductility to unspun levels as shown in Figure 13. The grains were not measureable after
spinning on the traverse direction using conventional methods since there was elongation on one
direction only. However, there was little change in grain size on the perpendicular direction. The
material recovered and recrystallized after the solution treatment with new grains evident and the
rapid cooling holding the grains without any precipitation strengthening.
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Micro Hardness (HV) for different samples
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Figure 13: Micro hardness of Haynes 282 in different conditions
The micro structure that was observed to have the highest deformation was when viewed on the cone
circumferential direction as shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Haynes 282 cone 10 microstructure
Unspun material

Spun cone viewed on
circumferential direction
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Second Heat treatment
The heat treatment temperatures were varied at three levels each, i.e 1010°C, 1075°C and 1121°C.
Similarly, the holding times were varied for each temperature at three levels, i.e, 20 minutes, 40 minutes
and 60 minutes. Unspun samples were subjected to the same treatment as the spun samples. The grain
sizes for unspun material was observed to be the same at 1010°C and 1075°C as shown in Figure 14.
There was a general trend of grain growth as the holding time and temperature was increased. However,

Unspinned Haynes 282 ASTM grain sizes after various heat
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Figure 15: Unspun and solution treated Haynes 282
the grains were too large to be conventionally measured at 1121°C and 60 minutes holding time. The
micro hardness generally was lowered with increase in temperature from 1010°C to 1121°C despite an
outlier value at 1121°C and 40 minutes holding time was recorded as shown in Figure 15. The samples
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(HV) 240
230
220
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200

278
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272
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20
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Figure 14: Micro hardness of unspun Haynes 282 after solution heat treatment
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for heat treatment were extracted from cone no. 17 whose production parameters are shown in Table 9.
The spun samples micro structure did not fully recover at temperatures of 1075°C and below due to the
recrystallization temperature being higher. The elongation marks were still evident especially at
temperatures of 1010°C as shown in Table 8. At 1121°C, there is evidence of twinning which is
associated by rapid plastic deformation.
Table 8: Spun and solution treated Haynes 282 microstructural images
1010°C

1075°C

1121°C heat treatment
images

20
Minute
s

40
minute
s

60
minute
s

The grain sizes could not be measured conveniently below 1121°C as shown in Figure 16. There was
grain growth observed at 1121°C when the holding time was increased.
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Haynes 282 ASTM grain size chart for spinned and solution
treated material
6,6
6,4
6,2
6
ASTM grain size
5,8
number
5,6
5,4
5,2
5

6,5

5,6

20

40

5,6

Heat treatment at
1121°C and air cooled

60

Holding time in minutes

Figure 16: Haynes 282 spun and solution treated material ASTM grain sizes for cone no 17
The material softened mainly due to change of temperature at the three levels investigated but
there was little change of hardness due to holding time variation as shown in Figure 17.
Haynes 282 micro vickers hardness for spinned and solution
treated material
Heat
treatment at
500
476 476
1010°C
450
476
400
Heat
Micro vickers 350
344
treatment at
311
hardness (HV) 300
293
1075°C and
266
256
252
250
air cooled
200
Heat
215
215
211
150
treatment at
0
20
40
60
1121°C and
Holding time in minutes
air cooled

Figure 17: Micro hardness of spun and solution treated Haynes 282
Third heat treatment
A heat treatment for cone no. 18 whose production parameters are shown in Table 9 which had been
formed at lower tool feeds was also carried out and the microstructure and hardness evaluated and
reported. There was evidence of new grains formation at 1010°C at holding time of 40 minutes

though the grains were not only small but also seen to follow the elongation marks as shown
in Table 9. The material formed under lower tool feed showed faster recrystallization during
heat treatment than that formed under lower tool feeds.
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Table 9: Haynes 282 spun and solution treated micro structure for cone no. 17

20
minute
s

40
minute
s

60
minute
s
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The grain sizes of the material formed under lower tool feed are shown in Figure 18.
The grain sizes were measurable above 1010°C and 20 minutes holding time but the grains at 1121°C
were relatively smaller than those formed at higher tool feeds shown in Figure 16. Whereas the
recrystallization is initiated by the difference in strain energy between the strained and unstrained
Spinned and solution treated Haynes 282 ASTM grain sizes

ASTM grain
size number

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

12,3
8,3

13,1

12,5

12,3

12,3

Heat treatment
at 1010°C

8,3
6,5

20

40
60
Holding time in minutes

Heat treatment
at 1075°C and
air cooled
Heat treatment
at 1121°C and
air cooled

Figure 18: Haynes 282 spun and solution treated material ASTM grain sizes chart
add as delivered
zones in the material, the grain growth mechanism occurs after the new unstrained grains have been
formed. The material softened in an almost similar trend with that formed at higher tool feeds. The
material hardness at 1121°C as shown in Figure 19, was generally observed to be slightly higher than
that formed under higher tool feeds.

Haynes 282 micro hardness values for spinned and
solution treated materials
Heat
600
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0
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Heat
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Figure 19: Micro hardness of Haynes 282 spun and solution treated cone no. 18
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Aging heat treatment results

Micro vickers hardness for Haynes 282 in
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Micro
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hardnes
s (HV)

Figure 20: Micro hardness chart for Haynes 282 in different conditions
The hardness results after an aging heat treatment showed a strengthening effect for the solution
treated material at 1121°C as the material hardness was observed to rise as shown in Figure 20. This
was attributed to the precipitation of the gamma prime phase near the grain boundaries that impeded
slip dislocation. The microstructure of the solution treated and aged material showed dark regions
near the grain boundaries which would be associated with the precipitates formed.
4.3

Alloy 600

The material which is strengthened by cold working was subjected to only one solution heat treatment
whose temperature ramping chart is shown in Figure 25. Varying the holding times and temperatures
was not expected to have highly impactful results and was not pursued. The material showed hardness
increasing after spinning process was carried out as shown in Table 10 . Recrystallization was
achieved and new grains were observed in the material. Relative ductility was achieved after heat
treatment comparable to pre-spun status as shown in Figure 21.
The material elongation measurement was not easily achieved due to the grains on the highly
deformed direction being very much damaged.
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Figure 21: Alloy 600 Micro hardness values under different conditions

The microstructural images of unspun material had a higher grain size than that of the spun
and solution treated material as shown in Table 10. The smaller grain sizes also translated to a
higher hardness of the material. There was no difference in grain sizes for the solution treated
sample which was multi passed and single passed during spinning in different regions.
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Table 10: Microstructural images of Alloy 600 in different conditions
Unspun ASTM 5.6

Spun circumferential view

Spun and solution treated
ASTM 9.2

4.4

AISI 316L

The material showed the best formability compared to the super alloys due to its lower strain
hardening rate. Multipassing of the product was achieved without cracking of the final product. The
material was formed with relatively higher tool feeds compared to the super-alloys as shown in Table

12. The mandrel clearance parameter was also lower compared to the other formed materials. The
grains were completely un-identifiable after spinning as shown in Table 11. The heat treatment chart
is shown in Figure 26. After the solution heat treatment, the grains were recovered and the ductility
of the material restored to even lower than the pre cold worked condition. The hardness difference
between the samples heat treated despite their mode of forming and even the non spun samples was
minimal and statistically insignificant as shown in Figure 22. The implication would be that all the
strain energy during forming had been released and unstrained new grains formed in the material.

Table 11: AISI 316L microstructure
Unspun ASTM 8.0
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Micro vickers hardness (HV) for AISI 316L
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Figure 22: AISI 316L micro hardness chart for cone no. 4 in different conditions
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Conclusions

The super alloys Haynes 282, Alloy 718 and Alloy 600 and stainless steel AISI 316L can be
successfully shear spun with thickness reductions of over 61% in a single pass. Tool feed and
mandrel clearance were shown to have a high impact on the ability of all the materials to be
successfully spun. AISI 316L could be successfully multi pass spun without intermediate heat
treatment while Alloy 600 showed limited possibility of the same, the rest of the sampled alloys could
not be multi pass spun successfully. Material failure during the shear spinning process occurred by
circumferential cracking. Roughness values for spun materials were generally higher than unspun
materials with the inner part of the cone showing a lower roughness than the outer part of cone which
had contact with the roller. The successful spinning of each material was limited to specific
parameters which could not be generally applied on all the materials.
The hardness of all the spun materials generally went up highly and the grain structure was plastically
deformed on the traverse (circumferential) direction view but minimal deformation on the tool (cone
height) direction view. There was limited evidence of tool feed directly affecting the final hardness of
the spun material. Two solution heat treatments for samples formed under different tool feeds resulted
in slightly different material hardness and grain size. The materials formed under slower feed
recrystallized earlier for both Haynes 282 and Alloy 718. Solution heat treatment of the materials at
different temperatures after shear spinning resulted in the formation of new grains and lower hardness
for all the materials tested while holding times had an impact on both the grain size and the material
hardness. An aging process was shown to strengthen both alloy 718 and Haynes 282 for solution
treated materials due to formation of ɣ’’ and ɣ’ precipitates. It was shown that the spun and unspun
materials when subjected to similar heat treatment resulted in different micro structure and hardness
values.
5.1

Future Recommendations for Work and Research

Process validation using simulation software is important to avoid trial and error in the spinning
process. Haynes 282 micro structure showed twinning before and after spinning but a further
investigation on the twinning level would be necessary to establish whether the rapid forming process
enhances the twinning formation.
Fatigue testing and creep tests for solution treated and aged samples are recommended to identify the
best parameters for successful heat treatment of the precipitation strengthened alloys.
A design of experiments to establish the optimal spinning parameters would enhance process
understanding and readiness level in technology application.
An evaluation of thickness variation and springback of the produced cone would be important to
validate the process and its accuracy
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A. Appendix A: Miscellaneous results
Table 12: Spun cones detailed description

Sample

Material

Tool feed rate

Mandrel

Initial

clearance thickness

Final

Remarks

calculated
thickness

1

SS 316

8 mm/sec

0.6 mm

1.94 mm

0.76

Successful

2

SS 316

8 mm/sec

0.6 mm

1.94 mm

0.76

Successful

3

SS 316

8 mm/sec

0.65 mm

1.94 mm

0.76

Failed

4

SS 316

8 mm/sec

0.6 mm

1.94 mm

0.76

Successful

5

Alloy 718

8 mm/sec

1.2 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Failed

6

Alloy 718

8 mm/sec

1.1 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Failed

7

Alloy 718

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

8

Alloy 718

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

9

Alloy 718

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

10

Alloy 718

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

11

Alloy 600

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Successful

12

Alloy 600

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Successful

13

Alloy 600

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Successful

14

Haynes 282

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

15

Haynes 282

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

16

Haynes 282

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

17

Haynes 282

2.6 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

18

Haynes 282

1.3 mm/sec

0.75 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

19

Alloy 718

1.3 mm/sec

0.75 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

20

Alloy 718

1.3 mm/sec

0.75 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Successful

21

Alloy 718

0.65 mm/sec

0.8 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Failed

22

Haynes 282

0.65 mm/sec

0.8 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Failed

23

Alloy 600

1.3 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Successful

24

Alloy 600

0.65 mm/sec

0.7 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Failed

25

Alloy 600

0.65 mm/sec

0.9 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Failed

26

Alloy 600

0.65 mm/sec

1.05 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Failed

27

Alloy 600

1.94 mm/sec

1.05 mm

2.4 mm

0.94

Successful

A
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Alloy 718

1.94 mm.sec

1.05 mm

2.6 mm

1.02

Failed
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Figure 23: Alloy 718 Heat treatment temperature chart
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Figure 24: Haynes 282 Heat treatment temperature chart
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Figure 25: Alloy 600 heat treatment temperature chart
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Figure 27: AISI 316L heat treatment temperature chart
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Figure 26: Roughness values of different materials spun
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B. Appendix B: Press Release
Shear spinning of super alloys and stainless steel:
By John Hiuhu
Shear spinning has been used extensively for low to medium production of axis symmetrical products.
The process has unique possibilities of material thickness reduction of up to 75% in a single
production run which reduces the number of cycles required to produce a final product compared to
other processes such as deep drawing. The fact that the material is formed at a very small surface area
at a time implies that the instantaneous forces are minimal compared to other sheet metal forming
process which is a big advantage. Additionally, the mandrel wear rate is lower since the forming tool
is a roller whose cost is relatively low compared to punch and dies. The diameter and thickness of
possible final products have been reported as high as 10 meters and 25 mm respectively. Moreover,
the process is not subtractive and therefore its overall material recovery is comparatively high which
improves sustainability. Despite this, the process widely utilizes a trial and error method of forming
due to a low uptake of simulation in the general spinning industry with exception of critical industries
like the aerospace industry.
The integration of shear spinning to form super alloys has a relatively low uptake but rocket motor
casings and missile nose cones have been successfully formed using the process.
There are several parameters that are critical for the optimal shear spinning including tool-mandrel
clearance, tool feed, mandrel speed, roller nose radius, roller outer diameter, mandrel shape and the
material properties of the blank.
Moreover, the materials formed have unique and different parameters windows that translate to a
successful part formed without defects of wrinkles, cracks or extreme surface roughness. Super alloys
harden rapidly due to cold working and multi passing on the materials is highly limited in absence of
an intermediate heat treatment process. In this regard, identification of process parameters that result
in a defect free final product after a single pass and computer simulation of the process is highly
useful to reduce process uncertainties.
Furthermore, the material properties of hardness, strength, fatigue, creep properties and the micro
structure are highly critical in the aerospace industry that uses super alloys. The study identified the
effects of tool feed on the spun products and the resultant grain structure. Since spinning is usually
regarded as a cold working process, there is grains distortion and stressing of the material during
spinning and a sharp rise in hardness and strength. Heat treatment processes have the effect of
relieving internal stresses, development of new unstrained grains and the holding times can be used to
optimize on grain size. The research done was able to map out grain sizes which are critical in the
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control of creep properties and fatigue life. Moreover, some materials which can be strengthened by
heat treatment were subjected to the heat treatment process and the procedure validated.
However, despite the positive results observed for all the research conducted, the super alloys
subjected to spinning require more rigorous testing in terms of fatigue life and creep properties. The
optimization of heat treatment to obtain grain sizes that give the best creep properties and
strength combined with favorable fatigue life is necessary. Crack initiation and propagation study on
the axis symmetrical parts produced require more research since the factor of safety is high. The
internal stresses on the material after spinning and after heat treatment need to be established.
This study has demonstrated the technology readiness of shear spinning of super alloys but did not
complete the rigorous product properties testing required to validate the process for the aerospace
sector. A more detailed research with a wider scope is necessary for the same to be accomplished.
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